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fully refraining from all political interference in Persia,62
where revolution and disorders were causing a sharp con-
flict of interests between Russia and England63—a situa-
tion which Germany regarded with perfect complacency.
Germany's non-interference with Russia's "strangling" of
Persia was ultimately rewarded by Russian concessions in
regard to the Bagdad Railway embodied in the Potsdam
Agreements. But before these are described a word may
be said about Billow's resignation and the new men who
entered the German and Russian Foreign Offices in 1909 and
1910—the men who in July, 1914, were to have in their
hands the fate of the world.
When Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg replaced Count
Bulow at the Wilhelmstrasse in July, 1909, and Kiderlen-
Wachter became Secretary of State a little later, Germany's
international position seemed considerably improved. Count
Billow in his volume on Imperial Germany has pictured
with characteristic optimism and excessive self-complacency
the favorable position in which he left the country at his
resignation. But the new Chancellor, reviewing the situa-
tion of 1909 in his Reflections on the World War, shows
that the tasks which he inherited from Billow were by no
means light and easy.
The Moroccan Treaty of February 9, 1909, with France
and the diplomatic triumph of Austria in the Bosnian Crisis
had brought a feeling of relief at Berlin. The Triple
Entente seemed definitely weakened,and the danger of
"encirclement" less alarming. On June 3, 1909, at a secret
meeting attended by Tirpitz, Bethmann, Moltke, and Met-
ternich, who had come over from London for it, Billow
declared that not for twenty years had Germany been so
respected and feared in the world. The one dark cloud ob
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